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The Maya built the temple-
pyramid El Castillo, or “the 
Castle,” with 4 staircases of 
91 steps each. The number of 
steps, plus the platform at the 
top of the pyramid, total 365.

What is the significance of 
the total number of steps?

Venus

The Caracol Observatory, 
Chichén Itzá, about A.D. 1000
You are a Mayan priest in the city of 
Chichén Itzá (chee•CHEHN ee•TSAH)
charged with recording the movement of 
the planets. This evening, you note that 
Venus rises in the western sky. You know 
that this means trouble for your people.

Why might observing the planets 
be important to the Mayans?
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Early Mesoamerican 
Civilizations

Chapter 12

Later American 
Civilizations

Tracking the location of Venus was 
important to the Maya. They thought that 
its appearance in certain places in the sky 
signaled the coming of disasters, like war.

What actions might the Maya take 
based on their observations of Venus?

Mayan priests observed the sun, the 
moon, Venus, and other planets from 
the Caracol Observatory. They used 
their observations to construct very 
accurate calendars. 

Why might the Maya want an 
accurate calendar?
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Elevation
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Mountain peak

(4,000 m)
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(1,000 m)

(200 m)
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Below sea level
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Chapter

11
Before You Read: K-W-L

The K-W-L approach will help you recall prior knowledge
and develop a plan for learning new information. Consider
the following questions as you read this chapter:

• What do you already know about early Mesoamerica?

• Study the map and time line on these pages. What do they tell
you about early Mesoamerica?

• What do you want to learn about early Mesoamerica?

Big Ideas About Early Mesoamerica
Culture Many societies rely on family roles and social
classes to keep order.
The development of agriculture in Mesoamerica allowed many
societies to begin to produce food surpluses. This meant that
some people could focus on tasks other than farming. The
resulting division of labor led to the development of a class
system. The upper levels of this system—rulers and nobility—
established law and order in society.

Integrated Technology

• Interactive Maps
• Interactive Visuals
• Starting with a Story

INTERNET RESOURCES

• WebQuest
• Homework Helper
• Research Links
• Internet Activities

• Quizzes
• Maps
• Test Practice
• Current Events

Go to ClassZone.com for

1200s B.C.
Olmec civilization emerges.
(Olmec jade figurine)

!

500s B.C.
Zapotecs complete the city
of Monte Albán.

750 B.C.
Greek city-states flourish.

509 B.C.
Rome becomes

a republic.

334 B.C.
Alexander the

Great builds his
empire.

!

Early Mesoamerican
Civilizations
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Mesoamerica includes southern Mexico, Guatemala,
Belize, El Salvador, and parts of Honduras, Nicaragua,
and Costa Rica.

A.D. 100s
Teotihuacán
becomes a
major city.

A.D. 250
Classical period of
Maya begins.
(Mayan pyramid)

!

A.D. 800s
Maya begin to

abandon their cities.

A.D. 900
Classical period
of Maya ends.

A.D. 618
Tang Dynasty

comes to power
in China.

A.D. 912
Muslim kingdom of

al-Andalus thrives during the
rule of Abd al-Rahman III.

A.D. 300
Kingdom of Aksum

emerges in East Africa.
(Aksumite stele)

!
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Background: A ball game called pok-a-tok was played
in most Mesoamerican civilizations. This game seemed to
have special significance for the Maya. It was hugely popular,
and the Maya treated the best players like heroes. The great
players also grew rich from the game. But fame and riches
came at a price. Some Mayan inscriptions suggest that
members of the losing team were sacrificed. As you read
the following story, imagine that you’re a Mayan ballplayer
about to step onto the pok-a-tok court.

The hoop at the ball court in Chichén Itzá
is 20 feet above the ground. !
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Starting with a Story

he crowd goes wild when you and other players step onto the stone
court. Only nobles like you can play. You wear your finest jewelry
and a headdress made of bright parrot feathers.

Sometimes you play the game as a sport. At other times, like today,
you play for religious reasons. In these special games, you and your fellow
ballplayers act out an ancient battle between the gods of the day and the
night. Today the stakes are high. The losing captain pays with his life. His
blood ensures that the gods will continue to let the sun shine. Without the
sun, the crops will die. Without food, the Mayan people will die too.

To win, you and your teammates must shoot a rubber ball through a
stone ring. But this isn’t easy. The ring hangs some 20 feet over your head.
The solid rubber ball weighs over 5 pounds. And you can’t use your hands
or your feet. You must hit the ball off padding on your hips, wrists, elbows,
chest, or waist.

You take a breath and start to play. After a really long time, your team
finally takes control of the ball. As the ball flies your way, you drop to one
knee and use your chest to force it through the stone ring. Victory is yours!

Once again the Mayan people have cheated death. The blood of the
defeated captain will keep the sun shining. You wonder, will the Maya
always be so fortunate?

Why do you think the ball game is so
important to the Maya?

1. READING: Plot The plot is a sequence of events in the
story. Usually, each event is caused by an event that came
before it. With a partner, identify the various events that
make up the plot of this story.

2. WRITING: Narration Imagine you’re a Mayan teacher.
Write an information sheet to give to your students
explaining the rules and the meaning of the pok-a-tok game.
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Lesson

1
MAIN IDEAS

Geography Mesoamerica has a variety
of landforms.

Geography Climates in Mesoamerica vary
from tropical to dry.

Geography Geographic diversity caused
Mesoamerica to have a variety of natural
resources and crops.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Skill: Finding Main Ideas
Identifying main ideas in a passage will help you
understand what you read. As you read each
section of Lesson 1, look for essential information
on the main ideas. Record this information in a
chart like the one shown below.

! Mesoamerican Farming
Tools Mesoamerican farmers
used hand tools with heads
made of stone and metal to
clear and prepare the land
for planting.

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R2

Geography of Mesoamerica

landforms climate natural 
resources

366 • Chapter 11

Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:

spine something that
resembles a backbone
(page 367)

The mountain range formed
a spine that divided the
region north to south.

crater a hollow area
shaped like a bowl at
the mouth of a volcano
(page 368)

They kept their distance
from the volcano’s crater,
knowing it might erupt at
any moment.

headdress fancy
covering or decoration
worn on the head
(page 369)

Few people had necks strong
enough to support such
enormous headdresses.

Image is not available for

electronic use.

Please refer to the image

in the textbook.



Geography and
Agriculture in
Mesoamerica
Build on What You Know What is the landscape like in the
area where you live? Are there high mountains? Or do you live in
a lowland area? Are there any volcanoes nearby? As you’ll read in
this lesson, Mesoamerica has all these different landforms.

Landforms of Mesoamerica
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What landforms are found in Mesoamerica?

Rugged highlands, coastal lowlands, and smoking volcanoes are just
some of the physical features that have shaped life in Mesoamerica.

Location and Landforms MesoamericaMesoamerica, or Middle America,
lies between the present-day United States and South America.
It includes the southern part of Mexico and much of Central
America. (See the map on page 363.)

Mesoamerica is a land of varying elevations. A central spine
of mountains runs through much of the region. In the north, the
mountain range divides into two. A section called the Mexican
Plateau separates these two highland areas. On each side of the
mountains, narrow coastal plains run along the Pacific Ocean
and the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. In some places, the
plains widen into broad lowlands such as the Yucatán PeninsulaYucatán Peninsula.
The Yucatán stretches into, and divides, the Caribbean Sea and
the Gulf of Mexico.

Pacaya Volcano
Located in southern
Guatemala, Pacaya
is one of the
world’s most active
volcanoes. !

TERMS & NAMES

Mesoamerica

Yucatán Peninsula

elevation

slash-and-burn
agriculture

maize

cacao
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Volcanoes Volcanoes have had a huge effect on the landscape of
Mesoamerica. When a volcano erupts, it spits out streams of lava, or
melted rock, and clouds of ash. In time, the lava and ash build up
to form huge conelike mountains. In Mesoamerica, some of these
volcanic mountains are well over 10,000 feet high. More than a dozen
of them are still active. (See the photograph on page 367.) That means
they can erupt at any time. But most have been dormant, or inactive,
for hundreds of years. The craters of a few of these dormant volcanoes
have filled with water, forming vast highland lakes.

What is the landscape like in Mesoamerica?

Climate and Vegetation
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How do climates vary in Mesoamerica?

The climate of Mesoamerica ranges from hot and humid in much of
the south to desertlike conditions in the far north. Such a difference
means diverse growing conditions for plants.

Wet and Dry Climates Much of Mesoamerica lies in the
Tropics. This area stretches from the tropic of Cancer (about
23º north latitude) to the tropic of Capricorn (about 23º
south latitude). Generally, the climates here are hot and
wet. Daytime temperatures stay above 80°F for most of the
year. A little over 80 inches of rain falls every year. The heat
and moisture of this tropical climate give rise to rain forests,
where various trees and plants flourish. In the lowland
areas, where less rain falls, the rain forest gives way to rich
grasslands with a few trees and bushes.

In the northern section of Mesoamerica, the climate is still very
hot. However, very little rain falls there. Much of this area is covered
with grasses with an occasional bush or shrub. Some parts of the
north get so little rain that they are considered to be deserts.

Elevation and Climate One of the greatest influences on climate
in Mesoamerica is elevationelevation, or the height of the land above sea level. The
higher land is, the cooler the climate becomes. Under normal conditions,
the temperature drops by about 3.5ºF for every 1,000 feet you rise. And
growing conditions change as climate changes. The Geography feature
on the next page shows the main elevation and climate zones in Central
America and the different plants that grow in each zone.

What is the link between elevation and climate?

Visual Vocabulary

the Tropics

368 • Chapter 11



Geography Shapes Mesoamerican Life
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How has geographic diversity affected the natural
resources and crops found in Mesoamerica?

The landforms and climate of Mesoamerica provided the region with
a variety of natural resources. These natural resources helped to shape
the way that early peoples of the region lived.

Natural Resources The highlands of what is now Guatemala
supplied Mesoamericans with jade and obsidian, a black volcanic
glass. People carved small figures from jade and made razor-sharp
weapons from obsidian. They also found seashells and shark’s teeth in
the coastal regions. Mesoamericans used these for jewelry.

Mesoamericans also made use of the animals found in the region.
They especially prized the colorful feathers of a bird called the quetzal
(keht•SAHL). The quetzal was sacred to many Meso-americans. They
often used the feathers from these birds to decorate their clothing and
headdresses.

3

2

1

4

Elevation and Climate
in Central America
Climate and vegetation vary according to
elevation. This diagram shows the main climate
zones, as defined by elevation, in Central
America. The different natural vegetation and
crops found in each zone are also shown.

1 Tierra Helada (Very Cold Land)

2 Tierra Fria (Cold Land)

3 Tierra Templada (Temperate Land)

4 Tierra Caliente (Hot Land)

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING VISUALS
Human-Environment Interaction
Which zones are the most productive
for growing crops?

Tierra Fria (Cold Land)
Natural Vegetation Modern Land Use

cloud forest
(forest near mountain
peaks with almost
constant cloud cover)

wheat,
potatoes

3,000 feet elevation

4,000 feet elevation
Tierra Helada (Very Cold Land)

Natural Vegetation Modern Land Use

mountain grasses,
mosses

animal grazing

Tierra Templada (Temperate Land)
Natural Vegetation Modern Land Use

wet forest corn, beans,
squash, cotton,
coffee

2,000 feet elevation

Tierra Caliente (Hot Land)
Natural Vegetation Modern Land Use

dry forest cacao,
bananas,
sugar cane

1,000 feet elevation
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Agriculture Mesoamericans farmed all kinds of land. Some of it
was good for farming, such as the floodplains of rivers or the slopes
of volcanic mountains. In both places the soil was fertile—favorable
for growing crops. Other areas, such as the rain forests, were not so
good for farming. To work these lands, Mesoamericans used a method
called slash-and-burn agricultureslash-and-burn agriculture. Farmers cleared the land by cutting
down trees. Then they burned the fallen trees and used the ashes to
fertilize the soil. Finally, they planted crops on the cleared land. After
a few years, they abandoned this land and moved on to another part
of the rain forest.

Mesoamericans grew a variety of crops, including maizemaize—a type
of corn—beans, peppers, and squash. They used maize to make many
types of foods such as the tortilla, a kind of flat bread. In addition,
Mesoamericans grew cacao. CacaoCacao is a type of tree that grows well in
moist, hot tropical climates. Mesoamericans used the beans from this
tree to make a chocolate drink. The beans also were a prized trading
item.

Geography and Trade Mesoamericans looked outside of their
local areas for many luxury goods. Jade and obsidian were mostly
found only in mountain areas. Seashells came from the coastal areas.
Trade developed as Mesoamericans began to exchange their local
goods for goods found in other regions.

PATTERNS
in HISTORY Agriculture and Cities

The development of agriculture made the production of surpluses
possible and led to the development of urban societies.

1 Agriculture leads
to settled villages.

2 As agriculture improves,
surpluses of food
crops such as corn are
produced. This encourages
population growth and
larger villages.

3 Surpluses also mean
that not everyone has
to raise food. Some
people begin specializing
in other kinds of work,
such as weaving.

4 Food surpluses and
specialized skills
lead to the growth
of cities.
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Homework Helper

Mesoamericans traded goods over great distances by water. Using
dugout canoes, they traveled the few navigable rivers in the region.
They also ventured into open waters, traveling along the Pacific,
Caribbean, and Gulf coasts. The Mesoamericans also carried on an
overland trade, lugging the goods on their backs. Such heavy human
labor was necessary because they had not developed the wheel and no
horses or oxen were available to use as pack animals.

Trade goods were not the only items that moved along these
routes. Knowledge also spread, carried by traders all over the region.
This sharing and blending of ideas helped to create a common culture
throughout Mesoamerica.

How did the geography of Mesoamerica encourage trade?

Lesson Summary
• Mesoamerica has a variety of landforms.

• Mesoamerica has a variety of climates.

• Geographic diversity caused Mesoamerica to have a
variety of natural resources and crops.

Why It Matters Now . . .
Chocolate, made from the cacao bean, has become one of the world’s
most popular foods.

1
Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

Mesoamerica slash-and-burn agriculture
Yucatán Peninsula maize
elevation cacao

Using Your Notes
Finding Main Ideas Use your completed chart to
answer the following question:
2. What are the major geographic features of

Mesoamerica?

Main Ideas
3. What landforms are found in Mesoamerica?
4. What types of climate does Mesoamerica

have?
5. How did Mesoamericans prepare the rain forest

for farming?

Critical Thinking
6. Making Inferences Mesoamericans did not use

pack animals to transport goods. How do you
think overland trade would have been affected if
Mesoamericans did have pack animals?

7. Drawing Conclusions Why do you think
Mesoamericans used slash-and-burn agriculture?

Internet Activity Use the Internet to research what role chocolate played in the lives of
Mesoamericans. Write and illustrate a report on chocolate in early Mesoamerica.
INTERNET KEYWORDS: chocolate, Mesoamerica

ClassZone.com

Geography of Mesoamerica

landforms climate natural 
resources
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Lesson

2
MAIN IDEAS

Geography Because of geographic advantages
for agriculture, the Olmec developed one of the
earliest civilizations in the Americas.

Culture The Olmec developed a sophisticated
culture that influenced later civilizations.

Culture Through trade, Olmec culture spread
throughout Mesoamerica and had a lasting
influence.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Skill: Summarizing
Summarizing information, which involves restating
main ideas and important details in fewer words,
will help you understand materials that you read.
As you read Lesson 2, record information on the
major features of Olmec civilization in a graphic
organizer like the one shown below.

! Jaguar The jaguar is
native to Mesoamerica. Its
importance to the Olmec is
seen in the many jaguarlike
sculptures and figurines
they made.

The Olmec Civilization in 
Mesoamerica

supporting 
detail

supporting 
detail

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R3
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Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:

reliable able to
be depended upon
(page 373)

They could focus on
activities other than hunting
and farming because their
food supply was so reliable.

weaver a person who
makes things, such as
clothes, by lacing together
materials (page 373)

She supplied yarn to the
weavers.

commoner a person
who is not of noble
birth; a common person
(page 374)

In the Olmec culture, most
commoners could not afford
to live in the city.

spectator a person who
watches an event, but
does not take part in it
(page 375)

Most of the spectators had
seats that provided a good
view of the ball game.



Olmec Civilization,
1200–400 B.C.
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GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING MAPS
Place What are the geographic features of the
area where the Olmec settled?

The Olmec
Civilization
Build on What You Know Mesoamerica has a variety
of landforms, climates, plants, and natural resources. In this
lesson you will learn how these geographic elements led to the
development of the Olmec civilization.

An Early American Civilization
ESSENTIAL QUESTION Why were the Olmec able to develop one of the
earliest civilizations in the Americas?

About 3,000 years ago, a group of people called the OlmecOlmec lived
along the Gulf Coast in what is now southern Mexico. They
settled near rivers and began to farm. This activity helped them
to develop the first major civilization in Mesoamerica.

A Productive Land The area where the Olmec lived received
a lot of rain. In the rainiest months,
the rivers often flooded. When the
floodwaters subsided, they left a
layer of alluvial soilalluvial soil on the land
near the rivers. This soil, deposited
by flowing water, was very fertile.

The Olmec soon realized that
the flat lands near rivers were good
for growing crops. In time, farming
began to thrive in the region. As a
result, the food supply increased
and became more reliable. With
a steady food supply, the Olmec
population grew.

A steady food supply also
meant that some people could
focus on tasks other than farming.
Some became potters or weavers,
while others became priests or
teachers. This division of labor was
accompanied by another important
development—the growth of cities.

TERMS & NAMES

Olmec

alluvial soil

elite

glyph

mother culture
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Olmec Cities As the Olmec population grew, so did their farming
villages. Some of these villages developed into cities. By 1150 B.C.B.C., the
Olmec had built the city now called San Lorenzo. (See the map on the
previous page.) The center of the city contained raised mounds and
huge stone monuments used for religious ceremonies. San Lorenzo
also had plazas—large open areas—which probably were used as trade
centers. In addition, there were housing areas, where Olmec priests
and rulers lived.

To the east of San Lorenzo, another huge Olmec city, now called
La Venta, began to grow around 900 B.C.B.C. Within 100 years, it had
replaced San Lorenzo as the center of the Olmec civilization. Like San
Lorenzo, La Venta served as a religious and trade center.

What impact did an increased and more reliable food supply have
on the Olmec?

Olmec Culture
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What kind of culture did the Olmec develop?

Much of how the Olmec lived remains a mystery. However, based
on archaeological evidence, historians have formed some ideas
about Olmec culture. These ideas continue to develop and change
as more evidence is found.

Olmec Society and Daily Life Most Olmec were farmers
and fishers. They lived in villages near rivers. They may have built
their houses on top of earthen mounds. Each mound probably held
several dwellings. These buildings most likely had mud or wooden
walls and roofs made out of palm leaves. The Olmec
villagers’ main task was to provide food for all.
They grew maize, beans, squash, and peppers.
They also caught fish and turtle, and
hunted deer.

Most Olmec city-dwellers were from
the eliteelite, an upper class of priests and
nobles who ruled Olmec society. These
people lived in large stone houses. They
wore jewelry and fancy clothes. Some
commoners, who were mostly laborers
and craftworkers, also lived in the cities.
Their houses were smaller and made of
wood or mud. In general, their clothes
were very plain.

Olmec Stone Head
This stone head,
located at La
Venta, stands
about 6 feet tall.
Some heads are
more than 10 feet
tall and weigh as
much as 20 tons. !
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DOCUMENT–BASED QUESTION
Some historians believe that the pattern
produced by the seal was used to show
the king’s authority. How might these
glyphs express a ruler’s power?

Historians know that the Olmec played a ball game like the
one you read about on pages 364–365. In fact, the Olmec may have
invented the game. The huge ball courts built by the Olmec suggest
that the game was popular with spectators.

Olmec Art and Learning In the remains of San Lorenzo and
other Olmec cities, archaeologists have discovered several huge stone
heads. Each head has a flat face, thick lips, and staring eyes. What
these heads represent and why the Olmec built them are a mystery.
They may be monuments to Olmec rulers or famous ballgame players.

The Olmec made the heads out of basalt (buh•SAWLT), a kind of
volcanic rock. They transported these huge rocks from quarries more
than 50 miles away. How the Olmec managed to accomplish this feat
remains unknown. They did not have the wheel or pack animals.

The Olmec also made small sculptures out of jade. Other Olmec
art included pottery and cave paintings.

The Olmec used an early form of glyph writing to record events,
dates, and to tell stories. (See the Primary Source feature above.) The
Olmec were also incredible astronomers. They developed a calendar
that was amazingly accurate for its time.

Olmec Glyph
Some historians believe that a
recently discovered Mexican clay
cylinder suggests that the Olmec may
have invented the glyph writing used
in many Mesoamerican civilizations.
GlyphsGlyphs are pictures that represent
words, syllables, or sounds.

The cylinder has a
design showing a bird
with glyph symbols
coming from its beak.

One of the glyph symbols is the
name “3 Ajaw,” which might
be a date or the name of a
king. Rulers of Mesoamerican
civilizations traditionally took
their names from the date on
which they were born.

The clay cylinder seal probably
was inked and rolled on cloth
or animal skins to create a
continuous pattern.
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Religion The Olmec worshiped several gods. The chief god was the
jaguar. They probably believed that the jaguar god brought rain. The
Olmec also worshiped a fire god and a corn god. These gods were
sometimes represented as a jaguar and sometimes as other animals.

As you read earlier, the Olmec built large mounds in the centers
of their cities. Later, they replaced these mounds with pyramids. The
Olmec probably used the pyramids as religious centers.

How was Olmec society organized?

The Olmec Legacy
ESSENTIAL QUESTION Why did Olmec culture have a lasting influence
in Mesoamerica?

Historians believe that the Olmec did not focus on warfare and
conquest. Instead, they influenced other cultures mainly through trade.

Prosperous Trade Most Olmec cities served as trade centers. The
Olmec mainly traded for luxury items needed by the elite. These items
included precious stones, iron ore, and obsidian. Knowledge and ideas
also were exchanged at these trade centers. As a result, the Olmec
culture spread throughout much of Mesoamerica.

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING MAPS
Movement What role did trade
play in the spread of Olmec culture?
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Homework Helper
ClassZone.com

A Lasting Influence Around 500 B.C.B.C., the Olmec began to
abandon their cities. The reason for this remains unclear. By 400 B.C.,B.C.,

the Olmec civilization had largely disappeared. Even so, it had a huge
impact on Mesoamerica.

Many historians consider the Olmec civilization the mother
culture of Mesoamerica. A mother culturemother culture is a way of life that
strongly influences later cultures. Olmec culture and customs
shaped succeeding Mesoamerican cultures, such as the Zapotec,
the people of Teotihuacán, the Aztec, and especially the Maya.

Why is Olmec civilization considered a mother culture?

Lesson Summary
• The Olmec developed a thriving

civilization that included cities.

• The Olmec developed notable art and
a complex religion.

• Olmec culture shaped later Meso-
american civilizations.

Why It Matters Now . . .
Today the peoples of Mexico and Central
America are still influenced by Olmec culture.

2
Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

Olmec elite mother culture
alluvial soil glyph

Using Your Notes
Summarizing Use your completed graphic
organizer to answer the following question:
2. How do the features of Olmec civilization compare

with those of a typical civilization?

Main Ideas
3. What type of human-made structures did San

Lorenzo contain?
4. What gods did the Olmec most likely worship?
5. How did trade help to spread Olmec culture?

Critical Thinking
6. Making Inferences Why do you think the

jaguar god, or rain god, was the most important
one for the Olmec? Explain.

7. Forming and Supporting Opinions How do
you think the Olmec transported the huge heads
they created without using pack animals or the
wheel? Give reasons for your answer.

Creating a Diagram Conduct research to find information about Olmec pyramids. Use your
findings to create an annotated diagram that shows what an Olmec pyramid looked like.

The Olmec Civilization in 
Mesoamerica

supporting 
detail

supporting 
detail

Zapotec Jaguar Head
The Zapotec, like the
Olmec, worshiped the
jaguar god. In this
sculpture, another
god is emerging from
the mouth of the
jaguar god. !
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Skillbuilder
Explaining Chronological
Order and Sequence
Goal: To read a passage and understand the relationship of events
that led to the rise and fall of the Olmec civilization

Learn the Skill
Sequence is the order in which events follow one another. Historians
need to figure out the order in which things happened so they can
understand how events are related to one another. They try to see
causes, effects, and other connections. Exact dates place events in the
framework of the passage of time. Understanding the chronological
order, or their order in time, will help you learn how events are related.

See the Skillbuilder Handbook, page R15.

Practice the Skill
1 Look for clue words about time as you read the passage on the next

page. These are words such as first, next, later, before, after, finally, and
ago. In a passage about a person’s life, the words born and died signal
the beginning and end of the story.

2 Check for specific dates provided in the text.

3 Look for phrases that link two events together to help you find an
exact date. To know by what year La Venta became the center of Olmec
civilization, subtract 100 from 900.

4 Notice events that came before something to understand possible
causes. Seeing what happened afterward helps you find effects.

5 Use a time line like the one below to help you put the events in a
passage in the right sequence. Look for the earliest date to know how
to mark the beginning and latest to mark the end of the time line.

Example:

Extend Lesson 2

800 B.C. 
La Venta becomes 
the center of 
Olmec civilization.

900 B.C. 
The Olmec 
build the city 
of La Venta.

400 B.C. 
The Olmec 
civilization 
disappears.

1100 B.C. 
The cultural 
influence of the 
Olmec spreads 
southeast.

500 B.C. 
The Olmec begin 
to abandon their 
cities.

1150 B.C. 
The Olmec 
build the city of 
San Lorenzo.

 1200 B.C. 1000 B.C. 800 B.C. 600 B.C. 400 B.C.

5
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The following passage describes the rise and fall of the Olmec
civilization. Use the strategies listed under Practice the Skill to help
you follow the sequence of events.

The Rise and Fall of the Olmec

About 3,000 years 1  ago, a group of people called the
Olmec lived along the Gulf Coast in what is now southern
Mexico. At 1  first, they settled near rivers. They obtained
much of their food from fishing. 1  Later, the Olmec
began to farm. 4  This activity helped them to develop the
first major civilization in Mesoamerica.
 By 2  1150 B.C., the Olmec had built the city now called San
Lorenzo, located near the Chiquito River. The center of the city
contained raised mounds and huge stone monuments, which
were used for religious ceremonies.
 Starting around 2  1100 B.C., the cultural influence of the
Olmec began to spread southeast. By 2  900 B.C., the Olmec
had built another huge city to the east of San Lorenzo. This city
is now called La Venta. 3  Within 100 years, it had replaced
San Lorenzo as the center of the Olmec civilization.

A 100-foot-high mound dominated the center of La Venta.
Near the mound, the Olmec built several tombs, probably for
their rulers. Like San Lorenzo, La Venta served as a religious
and trade center.
 Around 2  500 B.C., the 4  Olmec began to abandon their
cities. The reason for this remains unclear. Many historians believe
that invaders destroyed the Olmec cities. Whatever the reason,
the Olmec civilization had largely disappeared by 2  400 B.C.

Apply the Skill
Turn to pages 327–328 in Chapter 10, Lesson 2. Read “Battle for
Palestine” and “Muslims Return to Power.” Make a time line like
the one at left to show the sequence of events in these passages.

! Olmec Priest
This sculpture from
La Venta shows an
Olmec priest making
an offering.
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Lesson

3
MAIN IDEAS

Geography Mayan civilization rose in what is
now Mexico and Central America.

Culture Mayan society was divided into
classes. Each class had its own way of life.

Culture From about A.D. 250 to 900, known
as the Classical period of Mayan civilization, the
Maya built great cities, produced beautiful art,
and made important advances in learning.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Skill: Framing Historical Questions
Framing questions helps focus your reading. In
a chart, write several questions on the Mayan
civilization, such as the one shown here, that you
would like answered. As you read Lesson 3, record
in the chart any answers that you find.

! Mayan Burial Mask This
mask, made of jade and
seashells, covered the face
of the dead King Pacal of
Palenque.

Questions Answers
Where was the Mayan 
civilization located?

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R18
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criminal a person
who has broken the law
(page 382)

Some Mayan criminals
were forced to become slaves.

mural painting applied
to walls or ceilings
(page 383)

They had colorful murals
in their home.

fast go purposefully
without all or certain
foods (page 383)

The Maya sometimes fasted
for religious reasons.

Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:



The Mayan
Civilization
Build on What You Know The Olmec served as the mother
culture for civilizations that developed later in Mesoamerica. One
of these, the Maya, was strongly influenced by the Olmec.

Birth of a Civilization
ESSENTIAL QUESTION Where did Mayan civilization arise?

The MayaMaya consist of groups of Mesoamerican peoples who speak
various forms of the Mayan language. Their culture can be traced
as far back as 2000 B.C.B.C.

Lands of the Maya Around 1500 B.C.B.C., the Maya began to
establish villages in the highlands and lowlands of Mesoamerica.
(See the map on the following page.) Most of their highland
villages were located in what is now southern Guatemala. This
mountainous region contained many minerals. In general, this
area had a dry, cool climate.

The lowland villages of the Maya were located in what is
now northern Guatemala, Belize, and the Yucatán Peninsula in
southern Mexico. The Yucatán lowlands tended to be hot and
dry. Hot, humid rain forests covered the lowlands farther to the
south. This area had fertile soil that was good for farming.

Beginnings of the Maya The
development of Mayan society
was similar to the development of
Olmec society. As farming thrived
in the Mayan homelands, the
Maya were able to grow more food.
With more food, the Maya became
healthier and their population
grew. In time, some Mayan farming
villages grew into great cities.

Where did the Maya
establish villages?

TERMS & NAMES

Maya

stele

Pacal II

codex

Connect to Today

A Guatemalan Market
These Mayan women
are selling blankets
woven in centuries-
old traditional
designs. !
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Mayan Life
ESSENTIAL QUESTION Into what social classes was Mayan society divided?

Because the Maya produced a food surplus, some people could focus 
on tasks other than farming. Some became craftspeople. Others 
became priests or teachers. This division of labor resulted in the 
development of a class system.

Class Structures Mayan society consisted of four broad social 
classes. These were the ruling class, the nobility, peasants, and slaves.

The ruling class consisted of kings and their families. Kings 
governed each of the Mayan cities. Kings also performed the 
religious duties of priests. The nobility probably included scholars, 
architects, and merchants. They were educated and wealthy. Many 
historians believe that Mayan warriors were mostly nobles. Peasants 
included farmers and laborers. They made up the vast majority of the 
population. Slaves were mostly criminals and people captured in war. 
Orphaned children sometimes became slaves.

Peasant Farmers Most Mayan peasants worked as farmers. 
Farm families lived in small villages near the big cities. Their homes 
were simple buildings made of mud or wooden poles with roofs of 
palm leaves or grass. Mayan farmers grew maize, beans, squash, 
chili peppers, avocados, pineapples, and cacao. Maize was the most 
important crop. In fact, the Maya believed that they had been created 
out of maize.

Mayan farmers used a variety of techniques to grow their crops. 
In the rain forests, they used slash-and-burn agriculture. In the 

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING MAPS
Location In which area were 
most of the later Mayan cities built?
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highlands, they increased the land available for farming by building 
terraces. (See the Geography feature on page 226, which shows terrace 
farming in China.) In drier areas, they dug irrigation canals that 
carried water from streams and rivers to their fields. Some Mayan 
farmers still use these techniques today.

The Nobility Mayan noble families led very different lives from 
the peasants. Nobles lived in houses built of stone with plastered 
walls. Often the walls were decorated with murals—paintings 
applied directly to walls. Nobles wore fancy clothes, such as 
jaguar skins and headdresses decorated with colorful feathers. 
They also wore jewelry crafted out of jade and shells.

In addition, nobles ate much better than peasants. In fact, 
some foods were reserved for the nobility. For example, only 
nobles were allowed to drink chocolate.

Religious Beliefs The Maya worshiped more than 160 gods 
and goddesses. The main god was called ItzamNá. The Maya 
believed that this god created the world. They also worshiped a 
sun god, a moon goddess, and the gods of death, war, rain, 
and maize. The Maya often represented these gods as animals.

To get help from the gods, the Maya fasted, prayed, and offered 
sacrifices. Most of these sacrifices were animals, such as turkeys or 
deer. Occasionally, the Maya made human sacrifices. In addition, the 
Maya expected their rulers to communicate with the gods on their 
behalf. Unlike the ancient Egyptians, who looked forward to life 
after death, the Maya viewed the afterlife as an unhappy existence.

Visual Vocabulary

mural

Mayan Artistic 
Traditions Mural 
The Maya decorated 
the walls of buildings 
with murals that 
portrayed religious 
ceremonies, battles, 
or other important 
events from their 
history. !
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Religious Ceremonies The Maya had many religious festivals 
and ceremonies. Ruler-priests performed many of these ceremonies on 
platforms on top of pyramids. However, one important ceremony, the 
ball game that you read about on pages 364–365, was performed in a 
ball court. While the ball game was often just a sporting competition, 
sometimes it had religious meaning. On such occasions, it was played 
to honor great Mayan heroes. It was also played to celebrate important 
events from Mayan history. 

What were the four classes that made up Mayan society?

Glory and Decline
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What cultural developments did the Maya achieve 
during the Classical period of their civilization?

The Maya reached their peak roughly during the years between A.D.A.D.
250 and 900. During this time, which was known as the Classical 
period, the Maya built an advanced civilization that included large cities. 

Great Cities The Maya built more than 40 cities, including Copán, 
Tikal, Palenque (pah•LEHNG•keh), Bonampak, and Chichén Itzá. 
Mayan cities were notable for their magnificent architecture. Each 
one contained palaces, plazas, ball courts, and pyramids topped by 
temples. Many cities also had large stone monuments called stelessteles
(STEE•leez). On these monuments, the Maya carved glyphs that 
represented important dates and great events. 

Pacal II of Palenque (603–683)

Pacal IIPacal II was one of the greatest Mayan kings. He took the 
throne of the city of Palenque in 615 at the age of 12, and 
ruled for nearly 70 years. During his reign, Palenque reached 
the height of its power.

Interestingly, Pacal almost did not become king. Pacal’s 
mother, Lady Zac-Kuk, ruled Palenque as queen. However, 
according to Mayan tradition, only the son of a king could 
become king. But Pacal declared that his mother was the living 
image of the First Mother, a goddess who created the Maya. In 
other words, Pacal claimed that he was the son of a goddess. 
With this declaration, Pacal secured his right to the throne.
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Cities and Warfare A king governed each Mayan city and its 
surrounding area. (The History Makers feature on the previous page 
is about Pacal II, one of the greatest Mayan kings.) Sometimes kings 
declared war on neighboring cities. They did this to gain political 
or economic advantage. For example, if a king won a war, he would 
gain control of important trade routes. A victory might also win 
him tribute from other cities.

Advances in Learning The Maya developed a complex writing 
system that used glyphs. The Maya carved glyphs on buildings and 
wrote them on bark paper. This paper was screen-folded to form a 
type of book called a codexcodex. Few of these books still exist. The most 
famous is the Popol Vuh (poh•POHL VOO). It tells the Mayan story 
of the creation.

The Maya developed a mathematical system based on the 
number 20. The Maya did not represent numbers in the same way as 
we do today. They used a dot to represent 1 and a bar to represent 5. 
The Maya combined these symbols to show other numbers. Also, the 
Maya were one of the first people to use the zero.

By using their math system, the Maya made great advances in 
astronomy. For example, they accurately predicted eclipses of the 
sun and charted the orbit of the planet Venus. The Maya also used 
mathematics to produce a very accurate calendar system. This system 
helped the Maya identify the best times to plant seeds and harvest 
crops. It also helped Mayan kings make important political decisions, 
such as when to go to war. Finally, the calendar system enabled the 
Maya to keep very precise records of events.

! Dresden Codex
These pages from 
the Dresden Codex
contain astronomical 
calculations, 
including predictions 
of eclipses of the sun 
and of the movement 
of Venus.

Primary Source 
Handbook

See the excerpt 
from the Popul Vuh,
pages R47–48.
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Homework Helper
ClassZone.com

A Mysterious Downfall Beginning in the 800s, the Maya began
to abandon their cities in the southern lowlands. At the same time,
their population declined sharply. The reasons for these events remain
a mystery. Overfarming may have damaged the environment. This
may have led to food shortages and famine. Other possible reasons
include disease, warfare among the cities, and peasant revolts.

Whatever the cause, Mayan civilization in the southern lowlands
began to decline. Some Maya went to the northern lowlands and
highland areas, where they built new cities. By the 1400s, however,
these cities had been abandoned too.

What advances did the Maya achieve in record keeping?

Lesson Summary
• The Maya settled in Mesoamerica, where they began

to develop their civilization.

• Mayan society had four classes—rulers, nobility,
peasants, and slaves.

• The Maya built great cities, crafted beautiful art, and
made advances in math, science, and record keeping.

Why It Matters Now . . .
More than 800,000 Maya live in Mesoamerica today.

3
Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

Maya stele Pacal II codex

Using Your Notes
Framing Historical Questions Use your
completed chart to answer the following question:
2. What was unique about Mayan civilization?

Main Ideas
3. How and where did Mayan society develop?
4. What did the Maya do to get help from

the gods?
5. How was Mayan mathematics different from

 math today?

Critical Thinking
6. Making Inferences Why might Mayan kings

use warfare to gain prestige?
7. Understanding Cause and Effect How do you

think overfarming could have led to the downfall
of the Maya? Explain your answer.

Writing a Newspaper Article Imagine that you are a reporter visiting a Mayan city. Write a
short article that describes the city’s architecture.

Questions Answers
Where was the Mayan 
civilization located?
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Count the Mayan Way
Goal: To use the Mayan number system; to create and solve
math problems

Prepare
Research the Mayan number system in encyclopedias, on the
Internet, and in books about the Maya.

Do the Activity
1 Familiarize yourself with the Mayan number system by

studying the symbols to the right.

2 Working with a few other students, create ten math problems
using the Mayan number system. Include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division problems. Make sure that the answer
to each problem does not exceed 20.

3 Write the problems neatly on a piece of paper, making sure to
leave blank spaces for their solutions.

4 Trade your problems with another group and try to solve that
group’s math problems with your group members. Hand back
your answers for marking.

Follow-Up
Based on your research and the math problems you solved,
is the Mayan number system easier or harder to use than our
own? Write a one-sentence explanation.

Extension
Create a Wall Chart Using a piece of poster board, make a
wall chart for the class showing how the Maya represented the
numbers 0 through 20. Write a caption explaining how the
Mayan number system, based on multiples of 20, is different
from our own system, based on multiples of 10.

Extend Lesson 3

Materials & Supplies
• paper
• pens
• poster board
• markers

The Maya used a seashell for
zero, a dot for 1, and a bar
for 5. They used combinations
of these symbols to form
other numbers. !
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7.7.5 Describe the Mesoamerican achievements in astronomy
and mathematics, including the development of the calendar
and the Meso-American knowledge of seasonal changes to
the civilizations’ agricultural systems.



Corn

ClassZone.com
Research Links

The Mayan Legacy
Purpose: To learn about contributions of the
Mayan civilization

Some aspects of Mayan culture continue to play a part in everyday
life today. Few people go through a week without eating a meal
that contains either corn or chocolate. The Maya helped to perfect
both of these foods. And the Maya ball game is reflected in sports,
such as soccer and basketball.

Past Corn —or maize—was a staple,
or basic, crop of the Maya. They
began growing it about 4,000 years
ago. Maize was essential to Mayan
civilization. The Maya even called
themselves “People of the Maize.”

! Present !
 

 Corn is an important
part of many people’s diets today.
Mexicans use corn flour to make a flat
bread called a tortilla (below to the
right), just as the Maya did centuries
ago. (The painting to the right by
Mexican artist Diego Rivera shows the
traditional method of making tortillas.)

Extend Lesson 3
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Ball Games

Chocolate

!
 

 Past Chocolate was very important
to the Maya. It was considered so
valuable that only nobles, priests, and
warriors could drink it. Instead of eating
chocolate in solid form, the Maya
drank it from pots like the one shown
to the right. Archaeologists have found
a 2,600-year-old Mayan pot that still
contains traces of the chocolate drink.

!
 

 Past The Maya took part in a complicated ball game that had
religious significance. It was played in large ball courts. Some of
these were nearly twice the size of a modern football field. The
rules of the ball game remain something of a mystery. However,
the goal was to propel a hard rubber ball through a hoop high on
the court wall—without using the hands or feet. (The figurine to
the right shows a Mayan ball player.)

1. TALK ABOUT IT Why do you
think chocolate was so highly
valued by the Maya?

2. WRITE ABOUT IT What do
you think is the most important
contribution the Maya made to
modern life? Write a paragraph
supporting your choice.

"
 

Present Throughout
the world, people play many
different ball games. Some,
such as soccer, restrict the
use of the hands.

"
 

Present Today people enjoy
chocolate bars and candy as well as
chocolate drinks. The modern chocolate-
making process remains basically the
same as that used by the Maya.
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Belief Systems
• Worshiped many gods,

most of which were
represented in animal
form

• Probably used cities as
religious centers

Culture
• Built great cities
• Divided society into

several social classes
• Used glyph writing
• Produced magnificent

sculptures and other works
of art

Economics
• Depended on agriculture

and trade

Government
• Were governed by

ruler-priests

Science & Technology
• Developed a very

accurate calendar

Geography
• Settled in similar areas of

Mesoamerica
• Used slash-and-burn

agriculture

Review

VISUAL SUMMARY

Chapter 11
TERMS & NAMES
Explain why the words in each set below
are linked with each other.

 1. Mesoamerica and Yucatán Peninsula
 2. maize and cacao
 3. Olmec and mother culture
4. stele and codex

MAIN IDEAS
Geography and Agriculture in Mesoamerica
(pages 366–371)

5. What landforms and climates dominated
Mesoamerica?

6. What farming methods did Mesoamericans
use?

The Olmec Civilization (pages 372–379)

7. What made the development of Olmec
civilization possible?

8. What impact did Olmec culture have
on Mesoamerica?

The Mayan Civilization (pages 380–389)

9. In what ways was the life of Mayan
nobles different from the life of Mayan
peasants?

10. What types of human-made structures
were often found in Mayan cities?

CRITICAL THINKING Big Ideas: Culture

11. UNDERSTANDING CAUSE AND EFFECT

How did social classes develop in Meso-
america?

12. FINDING MAIN IDEAS How do you think
the social classes of the Maya helped to
keep order in their society?

13. MAKING GENERALIZATIONS What was
the relationship between religion and
politics for the Maya?

Cultural Connections
The Olmec and the Maya
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Research Links
ClassZone.com

Technology Activity

Standards-Based Assessment

ClassZone.com
Test Practice

ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
1. WRITING ACTIVITY  Conduct research

on Mayan glyph writing. Use your
findings to design a stele that tells
about a recent event in the news. Write
a brief explanation of the stele, noting
what the glyphs mean and why you
selected them.

 2. INTERDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITY—
MATH Use the Internet and library
resources to learn about how the
Mayan calendar system worked. Use
your findings to write a report about
the Mayan calendar, noting the role
that Mayan mathematics had in its
development. Include illustrations in
your report.

3. STARTING WITH A STORY
Review the information sheet
that you wrote on Mayan
pok-a-tok. Then use books

and the Internet to learn about the
Mayan ball game. As you research, think
of ways that you might change or add
to your information sheet. Rewrite your
information sheet to incorporate these
changes and additions.

 4. CREATING A GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
Use the Internet, library resources,
and this textbook to research the
geography of Mesoamerica. Create
a graphic organizer that provides
information on the landforms,
climate, and natural resources of
Mexico and Central America. Include
the following for both Mexico and
Central America:
• Descriptions for each category
• Images to illustrate these

descriptions

Analyzing Secondary Sources Use the
paragraph below and your knowledge of
world history to answer the questions that
follow.

The full knowledge of the Maya calendar
must have been guarded by the ruling elite,
since it was undoubtedly a source of great
power. . . . One might assume, however,
that even the poorest farmer had some
knowledge of the basic system, by which to
guide his family’s daily life.

From The Ancient Maya.
By Robert J. Sharer, p. 559.

1. Why do the writers think the ruling elite
guarded knowledge of the Mayan calendar?
A. because this knowledge would have

confused the general population
B. to stop people from other cultures from

stealing this knowledge
C. because this knowledge was a source of

great power
D. to prevent others from using this

knowledge against them

2. Which statement is supported by
information in the paragraph?
A. The Mayan population at large knew

nothing about the calendar.
B. The ruling elite wanted all the Maya to

have knowledge of the calendar.
C. The calendar was of little interest to the

Mayan population at large.
D. Most Maya had some knowledge of how

the calendar worked.

Additional Test Practice, pp. S1–S33
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